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Many attempts have been made for defining the multiplication between

distributions. Y. Hirata and H. Ogata [3] have defined a product of distribu-
tions and J. Mikusiήski [9] has also defined the same product in a different fashion.
In [5], we have considered the multiplication invariant under diffeomorphism

which covers the multiplication in the above sense. If S, Te &'(RN) arid if αS*T

has the value (αS*f)(0) at 0 in the sense of S. Lojasiewicz [8] for any α e &>(RN\
^

then there exists a unique distribution W such that <W9 α> =(αS*T)(0). In
[10], R. Shiraishi has defined a restricted ^-sequence {pn} as a sequence of non-

negative functions pn e @(RN) such that

(i ) supppw converges to {0} as n->oo

(ii) \pn(x)dx converges to 1 as n-»oo;

(iii) (\X\\P\\DP pn(x)\dx<*Mp (Mp being independent of n),

where the integral is extended over the whole N-dimensional space, and he has
shown that the existence of the product W=S°Tof S and Tis equivalent to each
of the following conditions:

(1) The distributional limit lim(S*pn)(T*pn) exists for every restricted
«-»00

^-sequences {ρn} and {ρn}:
(2) The distributional limit lim (S*pn)Texists for every restricted <5-sequence

n-»oo

{pa} .
(3) The distributional limit \imS(T*ρn) exists for every restricted <5-sequence

w-»oo

{pj
And if one of these conditions is satisfied, the limit equals W.

On the other hand, we may define the multiplicative product S*T as the dis-
tributional limit lim(S*pw)(T*pII), if it exists for every restricted 5-sequence {ρn}

π-»oo

([10, p. 97]). The purpose of this paper is to investigate this multiplication
Δ by making a comparison with the multiplication o.

By the definition stated above we see that if SoTexists, then S*T exists and is
equal to S°T. However the converse does not hold ([10, p. 97]).
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LEMMA 1. ^Pf.—= --~-<5' but <5oPf.— does not exist,x z* x

PROOF. Since the distribution Pf.— has not a value at 0, the product
x

I
£oPf. — does not exist. For any restricted <5-sequence {pn} and any φ e

we can write

["x*p ) φ> = <ir> f«*ΦPn>

If we write φ(x) = φ(0) + φ'(0)x + x2\l/(x)9 then
jc->0 '

]HΆX~1(ψ(x) — ψ(Q))==(3ΐ)~1φ"'(0) and so on. Since pn*pn is an even function,

<—,Pn*Pn> vanishes. Put un = pn*xpn. Then aw = pn*(-x)pw = (--

+ (xpn)*pn, κn~&n

 = χ(Pn*Pn) and therefore

O

On the other hand, if we put βn = pn*
χ2ΨPn>

Γ°°
By the property (iii) of {pn} we see that β'n(x) = — \ β'ή(x)dx is bounded and there-

Jx

fore χ-»(J8,,-^)=χ-1()»ΛW-)8B(0))+χ-1OSB(0)-to) iŝ  bounded. Since

tends to {0} as n-*oo, we see that lim\°° χ-1(βa-βa)dx=0.
w-*ooj — oo

Thus the product <5<>pf. — exists and is equal to -2~1<5'.x

PROPOSITION 1. For any non-negative integer fc, the product δ(k^Pΐ — p

exists and

xk+ί 2 (2Jfc+l)!

j
but the product δ(k)°Pf. k+1 does not exist.

PROOF. Given S, Te3>'(R\ the existence of the product S°T implies the
existence of SOT and SOT ([5, p. 162]). Thus it follows from Lemma 1 that the

product <5(fc)oPf. fc+1 does not exist.

For any restricted ^-sequence {ρn} and any φ e &(R), we have
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4» = ~ < ' (p(nk)^*Φp(nk)> ,

where we write

(P»t))v*P«*) is an even function and

and therefore we have

<^,(p(nk))"*P(nk)> =0

and

(k)

0

Let fc^l and put A§n(x) = (p(

B*))v*x/pi*) for 0^/^2/c+l. For
p=l, 2,..., fc, we can write

and hence

/?, (χ} — ft, ( — χ} = x f Y ( — xV(n(k)Y*\2P-in(k)\Pl,n\X) Pl,n\ ΛJ Λ l 2- V x) \Pn ) *Λ Pn ί
ί=0

If p<k, then i + (2p — ϊ) = 2p<2k and therefore either ί or 2p — ί is less than k.
2p

Moreover the function Σ ( —x)ί(plfc))v*x2p~ίplk) is an even function with
»=o

compact support. Thus we have

In the case where p = k, we have

ι..> = 4-Σ Γ {(-^'(P
Z j=oj-oo
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For l=2p, p=l, 2,..., fe, we can write

2P— 1

where Σ (— x)ί(p(

w

k))v*x2p~ί~1Pnk) *s an even function and either i or 2p — i — 1
i=0

is less than fc. Thus we have

o •*

For βa(x)=(ρ(k)Y*x2k+2ψρ(

l

k) we have

COD

By the property (iii) of {pj we see that β'n = — \ β'^(x)dx is bounded and so is

x-HA.W-Aί-*))- Moreover supp (x-^^x)- Λ(-x))} tends to {0} as n->oo.
Thus we have Iimχ-10ίll(x)-j5ll(-x))=0.

w-*oo

1 Γ—Consequently the product δ(k^Pf. k+ί exists and is equal tok+ίx Z \2.k H~ ι) I

In [1], B. Fisher has introduced the product of two distributions on the open
interval (α, b), — oo^α<fc^oo, as the distributional limit of (S*δn)(T*δn), where
<5n(x) = np(nx) and p is a fixed C°° function having the following properties:

(1) p(x) = 0 for |x|^l, (2) p(x)^0, (3) p(x) = p(-x), (4) ̂ p(xXx = l and (5)

p(r>(x) has only r changes of sign for r=l, 2,... . And he has shown that the

product of the distributions <5(Λ) and Pf. k+ ^ in his sense exists and equals

( — n f c + 1&i
9 r?ί -t- n i <5(2*+1) f°r any non-negative integer fc.

In our previous paper [6] with collaboration of S. Hatano, we have shown

that the product of the distributions <5(fc) and Pf. fc+ι in the sense of H. G.

Tillmann exists and the same result as above holds true.
In the proof of Proposition 2 below we shall need the following lemma, which

we have shown in [4, p. 71].
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LEMMA 2. Let E and F be spaces of type (F). Let G be a locally convex
space. If a family of separately continuous bilinear maps wα, αe/4, of ExF
into G is bounded at each point of ExF, then {uΛ}ΛeA is equicontinuous.

PROPOSITION 2. Let S,Te$'(RN). If the multiplicative product (S*
(αΓ)"^ exists for any ae$(RN)9 then the product S^T exists.

PROOF. Let K be any compact subset of RN and let φ e &κ. There exist
two compact subsets K' and K" of RN such that KaK" and K"c:£'. Let oq
e &(RN) such that αx = 1 on K' and

in a 0-neighbourhood for any ψ e @κ». Then we have

For α 2 e ^K" sucn that α2 = 1 in a small neighbourhood of K we have

lim <(S*p,,)(Γ*prt), φ> = lim <(α1S*pπ)(α2Γ*pπ), φ> ,

where {pn} is any restricted <5-sequence.
To estimate the right hand side of the equation we may assume that φ is a

periodic function with period 21 for each coordinate where / is taken large enough.
Thus we can write

where Σ\cm\ (1 + |m|)fc< oo for any positive integer fc. Writing e(m) = eiT<m'x>, we
have

, φ> = Zcm<(α1S*pn)(α2Γ*pn), e(m)>

Since the product (o^S^Γ)"^ exists for any \l/e@κ», we can write for any

= lim

= lim
n-»oo

Here the map

(Ά, χ)
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of @Kn x ̂  into the complex number field is separately continuous for any pn

and the family of maps is bounded at each point of &>κ» x&. By virtue of
Lemma 2 this family of maps is equicontinuous. Thus there exist a constant
M and a positive constant k such that

9 pn*pnχ>\ ^ M sup \D*ψ\ sup \D*χ\

and consequently there exists a constant M' such that

)α2D
v, Pn*Pne(m)>\ ^ M'(l

From I|cJ(l + |w|)2 f c<oo it follows that Icm<a1S*(K™)a2'Tr> Pn*Pne(™)>
is normally convergent. Furthermore each term has a limit as n-»oo. Thus
the multiplicative product S&T exists.

PROPOSITIONS. Let S9Te$'(RN). If the multiplicative product S*βT
exists for any βe£(RN), then the product (S*(aT)v><5 exists for any a

PROOF. Let K be any compact subset of RN and take a compact subset
with K cK^ If we take βe$(RN) such that β=l on Ki9 then jS5*(αT)v =

(αT)v in a 0-neighbourhood for any α e ̂ x. From the fact that

(1 - /OS<α7T = lim ((1 - /OS*P«) ((«T)V */V> = 0,

it follows that the multiplicative product βS*aT exists for any αe &κ and equals
5ΔαT. Thus we have for any φ e

<(S*(a7y><5, φ> = lim <(βS*(<*TΓ*pJpn, φ>
«-»C)0

if the right hand side exists. In the same way as in the proof of Proposition 2
we can write

φ = Zcme$<x>>»> =Σcme(m),

where Z|cJ(l + |m|)*<oo for any positive integer k and / is taken sufficiently
large. Then we have

UPn, Φ> =Σcm<βS*(*Ίγ9 Pn*Pne(m)>

= Σcm<βS, (<*T)*pn*pHe(m)>

= Σcm < (βS*Pn) (e( - m)αΓ*pn), e(πϊ) > .

By the existence of the product βS*χT for any χ e <&κ there exist a constant M
and a positive integer k such that
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\<(βS*pJ(χT*pJ, ψ>\ ^ M sup \DPχ\ sup \D'ψ\

for any ψe& and therefore we have the inequality

\<(βS*Pn)(e(-m)*T*Pn)9 e(m)>\ <,

with a constant M l β Thus the sequence Σcm<(βS*pn)(e( — m)aT*pn),e(m)>
is normally convergent and we have

lim <()δS*pn)(β(-m)αT*p/J), e(m)> = <βS*e(-m)aT, e(nί)> .
n-+oo

Consequently we see that the limit of <(βS*(ttTy*pn)ρn9 φ> exists as n->oo,
which means that the product (/?S<α7y>δ = (S*(αΓ)v>δ exists.

Now recall the definition of the multiplicative product ST of Se@'(RN)
and Tε$'(RN) in the sense of Y. Hirata-H. Ogata and J. Mikusiήski. The
product SΓis defined as one of the limits of the sequences in the following equiva-
lent conditions ([11]):

(1) The distributional limit lim(5*pπ)(Γ*pπ) exists for every δ-sequences
H-X»

{pn} and {pn} :

(2) The distributional limit lim (S *pn)T exists for every δ-sequence {pn}:
n->oo

(3) The distributional limit limS(Γ*pn) exists for every (5-sequence {pn}.
n->oo

Here a <5-sequence {pn} is a sequence of non-negative functions ρn e &(RN) with
the following properties:

(i) supppn converges to {0} as n-»oo;

(ii) \pM(x)c/x = l, the integral being extended to the whole N-dimensional

space.
In [11, p. 229] we showed that ST exists if and only if, for any αe^OR*),

^
there exists a 0-neighbourhood in which αS*Γis a bounded function continuous

at 0 and that <ST, α> =(αS*f)(0) in this case.
We may define the multiplicative product S - T as the distributional limit

lim(S*pπ)(T*pn), if it exists for every <5-sequence {pn}. Since the property (iii)
M-+00

of a restricted ^-sequence {pn} does not play any role in the proofs of the above
two propositions, we have the analogues of Propositions 2 and 3 for such multipli-
cation.

PROPOSITION 4. Let S,Te&'(RN). If the product (S*(αΓΓ) <5 exists
for any α e @(RN), then the product S T exists.

PROPOSITION 5. Let 5, Te£>'(RN). If the product S βT exists for any
β e £(RN), then the product (S*(αTΓ) δ exists for any α e
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REMARK. Let {ρn\ be any fixed δ-sequence. We may define another mul-
tiplicative product of S E &'(RN) and Te &'(RN) as the distributional limit lim (S*

H-»OO

pw)(T*pn), if it exists. For such multiplication we have also the analogues of
Propositions 4 and 5.

*\ rri

We have shown in [5, p. 162] that if the products SO-Λ— exist for y = l,
OX :

2,..., N9 then the products S°T and -jr*-°T exist for j = 1, 2,..., N and -jr—(S°T)
OXj CXj

Λ Qf Λ rri

= -*—oT+S°-Λ— holds. The same property holds also true of the multi-
OXi OX:

plicative product ST. But the statement is not true in general for the multiplica-

tion Δ. Let W = l. The product 5'°Pf.-^2" exists but the product δ'*Pf.— does

not exist. In fact, let pe&(R) such that p^O and \p(x)dx = l, and put ρn(x)

= np(nx). Then {pn} is a restricted 5-sequence and we have

?J,, φ > = <—, p'nφ*Pn>X

for any φ e 0(R). If we take φ e &(R) such that φ = 1 in a 0-neighbourhood,
then for a sufficiently large n we have

^ 1 ~t . x ^ — 7 ^ 1 _ / . j s r ^

Λ ,f°° ->>, ~, ^= 2n2\ x z(p*p(x)
Jo

C °̂
where p*ρ^0 and p*p(0)=\ ρ2(x)dx. In the relations

J-oo

the equality does not hold and therefore

00

x~2(p*p(x)-p*p(0))rfx < 0.
0

Thus <Γ—*pπ)pή, Φ> does not converge. This means the product δ'*Pf.—

does not exist.

Moreover the product c)"*Pf.— does not exist. In fact, for any restrictedx
^-sequence {/?„} and any φ e 0(R) we have
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<t» = < ^, PlΦ*Pn>

1
x n n

From the facts that the product δ'*P{. — 2" exists but the product δ'*Pf. — does notx x

exist it follows that < — 2~, p'nφ*pn> converges to <δ'*PL — -̂, φ> but <p'nX X

( — *pn\φ'> does not converge as n-»oo and therefore <p"n( — *pn\φ>

does not converge.
Λ Γji

It is easily shown that if the products S*T and S*-* — exist for j = 1, 2,. . ., AT,

then the product -J^-*Γ exists and -^—(S^T) = 4^-^T+S^-^- holds.
ί/Λy C/Λ / -̂* / vXj

From the facts that δ*Pf. — exists but δ'Δpf. — does not exist it follows that C)Δ
X X

Pf. — 2 does not exist.

We have shown in [5, p. 162] that if the product SoT exists, then (αS)oΓand
So(αT) exists for any α e #(RN) and (αS)°Γ= α(S°T) = S°(αΓ). The same property
holds also true of the multiplicative product ST. But the statement is not true

in general for S*T. In fact, let N= 1 and take S = δf and Γ=Pf. -V Then thex

product δ'Δpf. — 2" exists but <5Άpf. — and c>Δpf. —^ do not exist. On the other
X X X

hand, if we take S = δ and T=Pf.— , then (aS>T= -M^lδ' and α(SΔT) =
X 2

5' for any aE#(K) and therefore α(SΔΓ) is not equal to (aS>T in

general.
Let 5, T be tempered distributions on RN and suppose S and T are &"-

composable, that is, (Sx® Ty)φ(x + y)e (@'L i) for any φ e &>(RN). Then the pro-
duct Sf exists and (S*T)" = 5T ([3, p. 151]). Furthermore (5*pn) (f *ρn)
converges in &"(RN) to 5T as π-^oo for any ^-sequences {pπ} and {pn} ([11,
p. 233]). Thus, if 5 and T are ^'-composable, then S*f exists, §ΔT = (S*T)"
and (§*pn)(T*pπ) converges to &T in &"(RN) for any restricted ^-sequence

{p.}

PROPOSITION 6. Lβί Se@'(RN). Then the following conditions are equi-
valent to each other:

(1) Se#(RN\
(2) S*T exists for any Te '̂(#").
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(3) S*T exists for any Te <?'(RN).

PROOF. It suffices to prove the implications (1)=>(2) and (3)=>(1).
(1)=>(2). Let Sε#(RN). Then the product ST exists for any Te@'(RN\

and a fortiori S*T exists.

(3)=>(1). Suppose S*T exists for any Te£'(RN). For any restricted δ-
sequence {ρn}9 the map

of £'(RN) into @'(RΉ) is continuous and £'(RN) is a barrelled space. By the
Banach-Steinhaus theorem the map £'(RN)B T-» lim(S*pJ(Γ*pJ = SΔΓe^X#N)

«->oo

is continuous, and therefore for any φ e @(RN) there exists an element φ(S)
e (f (£N) such that

<SΔT, φ> = <φ(S), T> .

If we take Γ= α E ̂ (β*), then < SΔQC, ψ > = < αS, φ> = < φS, α > . Thus
φS = φ(S) e £(RN\ which implies S e <?(RN).

Let ξ be a C°° map of a non-empty open subset Ω<=RN into another open
subset β'czK". If the map £*: ^(β^aα-^αoξG^^Ω) is continuously extended
to the map of ^'(Ω)(or equivalently of £'(Ω)) into &'(Ω), then the map ξ is said
to be admissible ([7, p. 76]) and ξ*S is said to be the transposed image of 5 e
®'(Q'). Then we see that n^N ([7, p. 77]).

Let ξ and η be C°° maps of anon-empty open subset ΩaRN into another

open subsets ΩlaRp and Ω2<=Rq respectively, and assume the map χ = (ξ, η)
of Ω into Ω! x Ω2 has no critical point. By the facts that the multiplication o
is invariant under the diffeomorphism and has the local property ([5, pp. 162
-165]) we conclude that the multiplicative product (ξ*S)*(η*T) exists for every S e

&(&ύ and Γe^;(ί22).

PROPOSITION 7. Let ξ be an admissible map of Ω<=:RN into Ω1cRp and
η be an admissible map of Ω into Ω2^Rq. If the multiplicative product (£*S)Δ

(η*T) exists for every Se&'φj) and Te&'(Ω2), then the map χ = (ξ, η) is
admissible.

PROOF. Let {pn} be any restricted (5-sequence defined in Ω and consider the

map

of &'(Ω))x£'(Ω2} into @'(Ω) for a large n. It is a separately continuous bi-

linear map for each pn and ((ξ*S)*pπ)((η*T)*pπ) converges in &'(Ω) to (ξ*S)*
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0/*T) as n-+ oo. Since g'(Ωι) and £'(Q2} are barrelled, the bilinear map

(S, T) —> «*SXι,*T)

of ^'(ΩJ x <f'(£22) into '̂(Ω) is hypocontinuous. Owing to the theorem of
Grothendieck ([2, p. 66]), since ^'(ΩJ and S'(Ω2) are (DF)-spaces, the map is

continuous and therefore it can be continuously extended to the map of ^'(Ω^)

®π#'(Ω2) = #'(ΩίxΩ2) into 3>'(Ω)\ this means that the map χ = (ξ, η) is ad-

missible.

Since the property (iii) of a restricted ^-sequence {pn}' does not play any role

in the proofs of the above two propositions, the analogues of Propositions 6 and

7 remain valid for the multiplication.
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